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An unprecedented wealth of biological data has been generated by recently developed technologies that measure 
biomolecules, notably nucleic acids and proteins. The demands for pattern discovery in these data have stimulated 
advances in computational intelligence (CI) and statistical learning theory (SLT) and particularly one of their 
subclasses:  biologically inspired paradigms.  Bioinformatics and biomedical informatics are generally accepted to 
be the application of tools of computation and analysis to the capture and interpretation of biological and medical 
data. These are interdisciplinary fields, encompassing computer science, mathematics, physics, statistical learning 
theory, computational intelligence, medicine and biology. Some of the prospects in bioinformatics and biomedical 
fields include future contributions to: (a.) a functional understanding of the human genome, which may well lead to 
(b.) enhanced drug discoveries as well as individualizing patient therapy, and (c.) integration and classification and 
predictive clinical decision support systems (CDSS) as well as other applications, which have their origin in CI and 
SLT. The very complexity of interpreting biological/biomedical data has stimulated the borrowing of ideas inspired 
by Nature’s own creations such as neural networks, evolutionary computation, swarm search, ant colony search, to 
name a few – biologically inspired paradigms. These paradigms, of course, are not limited only to 
biological/biomedical applications. Complexity is where you find it. 
 
 In this tract the readier will find examples of this integrated technology in several papers that cover eight diverse 
and interesting topics, which are: (1.) a study of the influence of voltage dependence on channel activation / 
inactivation by simulating different channel subtypes as well as the effects of different kinetic parameters on 
membrane activity, (2.) focusing on filtering the ECG signal so as to remove high frequency noise and enhance 
QRX complexities, and on future extraction, (3.)  promoter analysis using wavelets and support vector machines, 
(4.) application of a  new PNN/GRNN  ensemble processor  for screening breast cancer using only clinical data ,  
(5.) classifying lung cancer recurrence time from microarray data applying a GRNN ensemble processor that 
processes  partial least squares (PLS) data inputs, (6.) the application of a GRNN ensemble processor for lung 
cancer prognosis that  uses demographic as well as , tumor, lymph, and metastases (TLM) covariate information, 
(7.) promoting search diversity in ant colony optimization with “stubborn” ants, and (8.) particle swarm theory 
applied to air traffic control management. 
 
Finally, what are the conclusions of this group of papers and, more importantly, what is the overall contribution 
made in this conference in the area of the biologically inspired paradigms? Individual paper conclusions are: (1.) cell 
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biology and physiology K+ channels appear ,among other things, to be more diverse in structure and function than 
any other types of ion channels, (2.) QRS complex detector research demonstrated representing ECG pattern 
morphology with coefficients of orthonormal  polynomials results in robust estimates of a few descriptive signal 
parameters, (3.) from the perspective of promoter prediction, the promote prediction /SVM method should be 
applied to bare long continuous sequences of DNA. Furthermore, promoters should be found or classified when 
scanning a long DNA sequence (4.) a comparative analysis of the GRNN ensemble processor with some of more 
powerful Statistical Learning Theory SLT algorithms demonstrated that the Generalized Regression Neural network 
(GRNN ) processor is at least more accurate by 7.8% than some of the more sophisticated SLT algorithms in use 
today, which leads to the question: what specific information is the ensemble processor extracting that is being 
“missed” by these more sophisticated SLT algorithms?, (5.) use of K-PLS and the GRNN ensemble processor 
demonstrated that sometimes the best formulated hypotheses regarding microarray gene sets producing stable and 
accurate biomarkers have to be rejected, while (6.) this same GRNN ensemble “predictor”  produced a benchmark 
for predicting lung cancer recurrence within three years using only gender, age and TNM (Tumour, Node, 
Metastasis) codes. (7.)  Diversity in biologically inspired paradigms demonstrated that “stubborn ants” can promote 
search diversity in ant colony optimization and that this performance gain is “fairly robust”, while (8.) swarm theory 
provides a different approach to Traffic Flow Management, by converting pilots into goal seeking agents, which 
individually find local solutions to optimization problems that converge “on their own” to a Parento efficient state.
Collectively these individual research and application conclusions add up to something, which is this: the theory and 
application of biologically inspired paradigms  can and do develop solutions to a diverse set of theoretical  and 
applied problems (both social and scientific)  that fall under the umbrella of complex adaptive systems. They,
therefore, have their place (as a science) as well as have a seat at the complex adaptive systems table. 
